
In [1]:
%matplotlib inline

In [2]:
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt

Reading data(Sheet from xlsx) from the input file

In [46]:
data = pd.ExcelFile('Test_TS.xlsx')

In [47]:
data.sheet_names

In [48]:
df = data.parse("Sheet1")

In [49]:
df.head()

In [50]:
len(df)

Change data type of Date column to datetime

In [51]:

Out[47]:
[u'Sheet1']

Out[49]:

Date Value

0 2015-01-02 291

1 2015-01-03 1145

2 2015-01-04 997

3 2015-01-05 678

4 2015-01-06 1339

Out[50]:
874



In [51]:
df['Date'] = pd.to_datetime(df['Date'])

In [52]:
df.head()

In [53]:
df.index = df['Date']

In [54]:
df['Value'].plot()

In [55]:
df['Value'].hist()
plt.xlabel("value")
plt.ylabel("frequency")

Out[52]:

Date Value

0 2015-01-02 291

1 2015-01-03 1145

2 2015-01-04 997

3 2015-01-05 678

4 2015-01-06 1339

Out[54]:
<matplotlib.axes._subplots.AxesSubplot at 0x10e681590>

Out[55]:



Descriptive Analysis Of Seasonality In Data

In [56]:
df['Value'][:100].plot()

Out[55]:
<matplotlib.text.Text at 0x10e508d90>

Out[56]:
<matplotlib.axes._subplots.AxesSubplot at 0x10e508350>



We can clearly see a seasonality pattern here, trying to dig down at weekly level to check
weekly seasonality

In [32]:
df['day_of_week'] = df['Date'].dt.weekday_name

In [47]:
weekly_data_frame =df[['day_of_week', 'Value']].copy()

In [48]:
weekly_data_frame.index = weekly_data_frame['day_of_week']

In [49]:
weekly_data_frame.drop(['day_of_week'], axis=1, inplace=True)

In [50]:
weekly_data_frame.head()

In [60]:
weekly_data_frame[50:71].plot()

Out[50]:

Value

day_of_week

Friday 291

Saturday 1145

Sunday 997

Monday 678

Tuesday 1339

Out[60]:
<matplotlib.axes._subplots.AxesSubplot at 0x10d384850>



The above plot shows value vs weekday for 3 continuous weeks,
reinforcing the belief that weekly seasonality exists in the data. In the
next step I will remove the trend in the series and just try to look at raw
weekly seasonality component

In [65]:
weekly_data_frame.Value.diff()[50:71].plot()
plt.title("detrended time series weekday data")

In the next step I am trying to look if monthly seasonality behaviour
exists in the data

In [68]:
df.drop(['day_of_week'], axis=1, inplace=True)

In [79]:
df['Value'].resample('M').sum().plot()
plt.title("Monthly seasonality")

Out[65]:
<matplotlib.text.Text at 0x10d76da50>



In [78]:
df['Value'].diff().resample('M').sum().plot()
plt.title("untrended monthly seasonality plot")

Out[79]:
<matplotlib.text.Text at 0x10dbf1dd0>

Out[78]:
<matplotlib.text.Text at 0x10e0c8bd0>



The above plot (with trend removed) showcases that the field "Value" has
4 seasonal periodic cycles in year e.g. "Value" declines during year end
(from Oct to Dec) and again pics up till Jan-March. So can more of certain
that each month in an year contributes a specific component ot the time
series.

Level And Trend Analysis

Now I am trying to look into overall change in level or if there is a trend in
the series

Removing weekly seasonality by taking rolling mean for a window of 7
days

In [86]:
df['Value'].rolling(window=7).mean().plot()
plt.title("rolling mean window = 7 days")

In the above plot we have removed weekly seasonality but monthly seasonality still exists, but
we can still observe different levels in the time series

In [120]:
df['level'] = df['Value'].rolling(window=30).mean()
df.plot(figsize=(10,10), color = ['g', 'r'])

Out[86]:
<matplotlib.text.Text at 0x10e70e8d0>



df.plot(figsize=(10,10), color = ['g', 'r'])
plt.title("time series with level window 30 days (moving average)")

In [119]:
df['level'] = df['Value'].rolling(window=60).mean()
df.plot(figsize=(10,10), color = ['g', 'r'])
plt.title("time series with level window 60 days (moving average)")

Out[120]:
<matplotlib.text.Text at 0x11205d1d0>

Out[119]:
<matplotlib.text.Text at 0x112d1a290>



Observation: The above two plots shows a visible shift in level of the
timeseries for different years. Even though year end seasonality tries to
pull down value but the level shift has a significant impact each year. The
level seems to freeze or settle down from Aprilt to September each year
and then again shifts during year end.

ToDo: Calender Effect - Anomaly Detection
The sudden peaks(ride and drop in December) and drops(during July and October) in the above plots
can be attributed to calendar effect. We can look into data for specific dates/week in a year and can
check if the behavior repeats on those dates year after year e.g. e commerce sales will jump dying
Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year etc. I will adding this component latter on.

Check for Autocorrelation

I will be looking at detrended(x(t) - x(t-1)) timeseries and test whether it is
autoregressive by studying the autocorrelation coefficient for different
lag values

In [107]:
from pandas.tools.plotting import lag_plot

In [110]:
df_diff= df['Value'].diff()



df_normalized =  (df_diff - df_diff.mean()) / (df_diff.max() - df_diff.min(
))

In [112]:
lag_plot(df_normalized)
plt.title("Lag size 1")

Ineference: For lag one we hardly see any autocorrelation. This process could be repeated for
any other lagged observation, such as if we wanted to review the relationship with the last 7
days or with the same day last month or last year. Another quick check that we can do is to
directly calculate the correlation between the observation and the lag variable.

In [113]:
from pandas.tools.plotting import autocorrelation_plot

In [118]:
autocorrelation_plot(df['Value'].diff())

Out[112]:
<matplotlib.text.Text at 0x112265450>

Out[118]:
<matplotlib.axes._subplots.AxesSubplot at 0x1129a09d0>



The above plot showases no relevant auto correlation among detrended values at different
lags. Usually we we see autocorrelation in time series like temperature whether each hot day
is followed by hotter day or cold day is followed by colder day. We can more of infer that each
day/month in the time series is contributing in it's own way with it's own trend
component.

Modeling

Time series models try to decompose a timeseries into three parts, namely

1. Modeling Level growth
2. Modeling Seasonality
3. Modeling Holidays

We can model timeseries as a Generative Additive Model(GAM)

y(t) = g(t) + s(t) + h(t) + e(t)

where g(t) = growth model for level/trend s(t) = seasonality model h(t) = modeling anomalies e(t) =
any idiosyncratic changes which are not accommodated by our model (derived from N(0,1))

Attempt 1 - Linear Model: Occum's Razor : Non sunt multiplicanda entia
sine necessitate i.e. "Entities must not be multiplied beyond
necessity"

In this approach we will be splitting the model into the linear combination of the following

Time Series = Level Component + Week Day Component + Month
Component + Special Day Effect

Level : For simplicity(just to show the idea) I am taking level as just the
moving average of last 30 days

In [57]:
level = df['Value'].rolling(window=30).mean()

In [58]:



In [58]:
df_linear_model = df.copy()

In [59]:
df_linear_model['level'] = df_linear_model['Value'].rolling(window=30).mean
()

In [60]:
df_linear_model.head()

In [61]:
df_linear_model.drop(['Date'], axis=1, inplace=True)

In [62]:
df_linear_model.head()

In [63]:
#drop NAN
df_linear_model =  df_linear_model.dropna()

In [64]:
df_linear_model.head()

Out[60]:

Date Value level

Date

2015-01-02 2015-01-02 291 NaN

2015-01-03 2015-01-03 1145 NaN

2015-01-04 2015-01-04 997 NaN

2015-01-05 2015-01-05 678 NaN

2015-01-06 2015-01-06 1339 NaN

Out[62]:

Value level

Date

2015-01-02 291 NaN

2015-01-03 1145 NaN

2015-01-04 997 NaN

2015-01-05 678 NaN

2015-01-06 1339 NaN

Out[64]:



total seasonality (weekly + monthly) = Value - level

In [65]:
df_linear_model['seasonality'] = df_linear_model['Value'] - df_linear_model
['level']

In [66]:
df_linear_model.head()

weekly_seasonality = seasonality - monthly_average

In [67]:
df_linear_model['monthly_average'] = df_linear_model['seasonality'].resampl
e('M').mean()

In [68]:
df_linear_model.fillna(method='bfill', inplace=True)

In [69]:
df_linear_model.head()

Value level

Date

2015-02-01 922 522.666667

2015-02-02 755 538.133333

2015-02-03 1184 539.433333

2015-02-04 1084 542.333333

2015-02-05 1697 576.300000

Out[66]:

Value level seasonality

Date

2015-02-01 922 522.666667 399.333333

2015-02-02 755 538.133333 216.866667

2015-02-03 1184 539.433333 644.566667

2015-02-04 1084 542.333333 541.666667

2015-02-05 1697 576.300000 1120.700000

Out[69]:



In [70]:
df_linear_model['weekday_seasonality'] = df_linear_model['seasonality'] - d
f_linear_model['monthly_average']

In [71]:
df_linear_model.rename(columns = {'monthly_average':'monthly_seasonality'},
inplace=True)

In [83]:
df_linear_model[['Value', 'level', 'monthly_seasonality', 
'weekday_seasonality']].plot(figsize=(10,10))
plt.title("Time series component decomposition")

Value level seasonality monthly_average

Date

2015-02-01 922 522.666667 399.333333 223.328571

2015-02-02 755 538.133333 216.866667 223.328571

2015-02-03 1184 539.433333 644.566667 223.328571

2015-02-04 1084 542.333333 541.666667 223.328571

2015-02-05 1697 576.300000 1120.700000 223.328571

Value level seasonality monthly_average

Date

Out[83]:
<matplotlib.text.Text at 0x10f615850>



In the next steps we will be modeling each of the component as a Kalman
Filter

Reason for using Dynamic Linear Model:
1. Instead of using a regression based model where we try to fit a constant slope value (i.e.

trend), we want to keep our model felxible enough to incorporate sudden fluctuations (like
change in seasonality behaviour or level trend) as quickly as possible.

2. A state space model like Kalman Filter is highly adaptive in incorporating changes data in
real time.

3. We don't need to explicitly model for change point detection since Kalman Filter can adapt to
change after observing a small number of observations.

Here we will be using a simple Kalman Filter modeling current level(as state of model) and a linear
update parameter (trend). We will applying different Kalman Filters to model level, monthly
seasonality, weekday seasonality

In [84]:
#Kalman Filter Parameters
x= np.matrix('0. 0.').T
P=np.matrix(np.eye(2))*100
R=2
F = np.matrix([[1.0,1.0],
                [0, 1.0]])
H = np.matrix([1,0])
Q=np.matrix(np.eye(2))

In [86]:
week   = ['Sunday', 
              'Monday', 
              'Tuesday', 
              'Wednesday', 
              'Thursday',  
              'Friday', 
              'Saturday']

In [89]:
month = ['January', 
'February',
'March',
'April',
'May',
'June',
'July',
'August',
'September',



'September',
'October',
'November',
'December'
]

In [103]:
def  init_weekday_params():
    x= np.matrix('0. 0.').T
    P=np.matrix(np.eye(2))*100
    state_params=dict([(week[i],[np.matrix(x),np.matrix(P)]) for i in range
(7)])
    return state_params

def  init_month_params():
    x= np.matrix('0. 0.').T
    P=np.matrix(np.eye(2))*100
    state_params=dict([(i+1,[np.matrix(x),np.matrix(P)]) for i in range(12)]
)
    return state_params

def predict_dlm(x1,P1,Q,F):
   #predicting next state and value
    x1 = F*x1 
    P1 = F*P1*F.T + Q
    return x1,P1

def update_dlm(x1,P1,measurements,R,Q,F,H):
    '''Given a new measurement update model'''
    y = np.matrix(measurements).T - H * x1 #error in last prediction
    S = H * P1 * H.T + R  # residual convariance
    K = P1 * H.T * S.I    # Kalman gain
    x1 = x1 + K*y #updating state
    I = np.matrix(np.eye(F.shape[0])) # identity matrix
    P1 = (I - K*H)*P1 #update state covariance
    return x1,P1

In [104]:
'''initializing parameters of state and covariance for level model, 7 model
s for weekday and 12 for months'''
level_params = [x,P]
weekday_params = init_weekday_params()
monthly_params = init_month_params()

Training Kalman Filter For Level

first we will make a prediction from out model parameters and then we will update model with
the data point

In [105]:
x_level,P_level = level_params
level_ground_truth = df_linear_model.level.tolist()
results_level=[] #this will store one step ahead predictions during trainin
g stage



g stage
for i in level_ground_truth:
    x_level,P_level= predict_dlm(x_level,P_level,Q,F)
    results_level.append(np.asarray(x_level).flatten()[0]) 
    x_level,P_level= update_dlm(x_level,P_level,i,R,Q,F,H)

In [ ]:
#Plotting the real vs model predictions 

In [106]:
level_kalman_df = pd.DataFrame({'level_original': level_ground_truth, 'leve
l_predicted':results_level})

In [107]:
level_kalman_df.head()

In [108]:
level_kalman_df[:100].plot()
plt.title("Level Kalman Filter: One Step Ahead Prediction During Training")

Out[107]:

level_original level_predicted

0 522.666667 0.000000

1 538.133333 774.988506

2 539.433333 590.896044

3 542.333333 564.979954

4 576.300000 556.385707

Out[108]:
<matplotlib.text.Text at 0x10eec0750>



Kalman Filter for Weekdays -- I am training 7 kalman filters in this step,
one for each weekday day

In [96]:
def getDayOfweek(year, month, day):
    '''outputs day of week'''
    afterFeb = 1
    if month > 2: afterFeb = 0
    aux = year - 1700 - afterFeb
    # dayOfWeek for 1700/1/1 = 5, Friday
    dayOfWeek  = 5
    # partial sum of days betweem current date and 1700/1/1
    dayOfWeek += (aux + afterFeb) * 365                  
    # leap year correction   
    dayOfWeek += aux / 4 - aux / 100 + (aux + 100) / 400     
    # sum monthly and day offsets
    dayOfWeek += offset[month - 1] + (day - 1)               
    dayOfWeek %= 7
    return dayOfWeek

In [97]:
offset = [0, 31, 59, 90, 120, 151, 181, 212, 243, 273, 304, 334]

In [109]:
results_weekday = []
weekday_ground_truth = df_linear_model['weekday_seasonality']

for dt in weekday_ground_truth.index:
    d=dt.strftime('%Y-%m-%d')
    year,month,day=d.split('-')
    day_of_week =  week[getDayOfweek(int(year),int(month),int(day))]
    x1,P1= weekday_params[day_of_week]
    x1,P1= predict_dlm(x1,P1,Q,F)
    results_weekday.append(np.asarray(x1).flatten()[0])
    x1,P1=update_dlm(x1,P1, weekday_ground_truth.ix[dt],R,Q,F,H)
    weekday_params[day_of_week]=[x1,P1]

In [110]:
weekday_seasonality_kalman_df = pd.DataFrame({'weekday_original': weekday_g
round_truth.tolist(), 'weekday_seasonality_predicted':results_weekday})

In [111]:
weekday_seasonality_kalman_df[:100].plot(figsize=(7,7))
plt.title("Weekday Seasonality Kalman Filter: One Step Ahead Prediction Dur
ing Training")
Out[111]:
<matplotlib.text.Text at 0x112441ad0>



In the similar manner we can train 12 kalman filters, one corresponding
to each month.

In [131]:
results_month = []
monthly_ground_truth = df_linear_model['seasonality'].resample('M').mean()

for dt in monthly_ground_truth.index:
    d=dt.strftime('%Y-%m-%d')
    year,month,day=d.split('-')
    x1,P1= monthly_params[int(month)]
    x1,P1= predict_dlm(x1,P1,Q,F)
    results_month.append(np.asarray(x1).flatten()[0])
    x1,P1=update_dlm(x1,P1, monthly_ground_truth.ix[dt],R,Q,F,H)
    monthly_params[int(month)]=[x1,P1]

In [132]:

/Users/siddharth.sharma/Library/Python/2.7/lib/python/site-
packages/ipykernel/__main__.py:10: DeprecationWarning: 
.ix is deprecated. Please use
.loc for label based indexing or
.iloc for positional indexing

See the documentation here:
http://pandas.pydata.org/pandas-docs/stable/indexing.html#ix-indexer-is-dep
recated



In [132]:
monthly_seasonality_kalman_df = pd.DataFrame({'monthly_original': monthly_g
round_truth.tolist(), 'monthly_seasonality_predicted':results_month})

In [133]:
monthly_seasonality_kalman_df[:100].plot(figsize=(7,7))
plt.title("Monthly Seasonality Kalman Filters (12): One Step Ahead Predicti
on During Training")

Predictions for next 6 months

In [134]:
df.tail(n=1)

Out[133]:
<matplotlib.text.Text at 0x112cde5d0>

Out[134]:

Date Value

Date

2017-06-30 2017-06-30 304



In [140]:
dates_to_predict = pd.date_range('2017-07-01', periods=184, freq='D')

In [141]:
dates_to_predict[-1]

In [142]:
predictions = []

for dt in dates_to_predict:
    d=dt.strftime('%Y-%m-%d')
    year,month,day=d.split('-')
    #predicting level 
    x_level_prediction,P_level_prediction= predict_dlm(x_level,P_level,Q,F)
    
    #predicting day of week effect
    day_of_week =  week[getDayOfweek(int(year),int(month),int(day))]
    x1_day,P1_day= weekday_params[day_of_week]
    x1_day_prediction,P1_day_prediction= predict_dlm(x1_day,P1_day,Q,F)
    #predicting month effect
    x1_month,P1_month= monthly_params[int(month)]
    x1_month_prediction,P1_month_prediction= predict_dlm(x1_month,P1_month,
Q,F)
    predictions.append(np.asarray(x_level_prediction).flatten()[0] + 
np.asarray(x1_day_prediction).flatten()[0] 
                      + np.asarray(x1_month_prediction).flatten()[0])
    

In [144]:
prediction_df = pd.DataFrame({'prediction':predictions})

In [145]:
prediction_df.index = dates_to_predict

In [147]:
prediction_df.plot()
plt.title("Prediction using Kalman Filters to predict each component of tim
e series")

Out[141]:
Timestamp('2017-12-31 00:00:00', freq='D')

Out[147]:
<matplotlib.text.Text at 0x113071390>



Issues with the last approach
1. Unweighted combination of level and seasonality
2. A better approach can be if we use some kind of mixture model
3. There was no non linear feature interaction e.g. may be data on Sunday in December (i.e.

day of week and month quadratic feature) behave differently than Sundays in January
4. We have to model each component exclusively e.g. if we want to model anomalies/calender

effect we would have to add more of component and model it separately

Attempt 2: Facebook Prophet: Mixture Model Approach

Reference :
https://facebookincubator.github.io/prophet/static/prophet_paper_20170113.pdf

Advantages:
1. The formulation is flexible: we can easily accommodate seasonality with multiple periods and

different assumptions about trends.
2. Unlike with ARIMA models, the time series measurements need not have a regular period

and we do not need to interpolate missing values to fit.
3. Automatic Bayesian change point detection
4. We don't need to explicitly split time series in level and seasonality components in a linear

fashion
5. Models Level/Trend via a Non-linear growth function
6. Periodic Seasonality modelled via Fourier Series
7. Holiday Modeling: Incorporates list of holidays into the model in a straightforward way

assuming that the effects of holidays are independent.
8. Can incorporate change in seasonality behaviour e.g. if we used to monitor peeks on

Monday but this behaviour changes the Prophet can detect change point and incorporate the
effects in seasonality component.

Libraries used
1. pandas

https://facebookincubator.github.io/prophet/static/prophet_paper_20170113.pdf


2. numpy
3. Prophet

In [18]:
from fbprophet import Prophet

In [7]:
df['y'] = np.log(df['Value'])

In [8]:
#df['ds'] = df['ds'].apply(lambda x: x.strftime('%Y-%m-%d'))

In [10]:
df.drop(['Value'], axis=1, inplace=True)

In [15]:
df.rename(columns={'Date':'ds'}, inplace=True)

In [16]:
df.head()

In [39]:
m = Prophet()
m.fit(df)

In [26]:
future = m.make_future_dataframe(periods=180)
future.tail()

Out[16]:

ds y

0 2015-01-02 5.673323

1 2015-01-03 7.043160

2 2015-01-04 6.904751

3 2015-01-05 6.519147

4 2015-01-06 7.199678

Out[39]:
<fbprophet.forecaster.Prophet at 0x10f48f6d0>

Out[26]:

ds

1049 2017-12-23



Predictions for next 6 months with 95 % confidence range

In [40]:
forecast = m.predict(future)
forecast[['ds', 'yhat', 'yhat_lower', 'yhat_upper']].tail()

In [28]:
m.plot(forecast)

1050 2017-12-24

1051 2017-12-25

1052 2017-12-26

1053 2017-12-27

ds

Out[40]:

ds yhat yhat_lower yhat_upper

1049 2017-12-23 8.871741 7.880732 9.878681

1050 2017-12-24 8.767924 7.783070 9.686783

1051 2017-12-25 8.916971 7.984055 9.929807

1052 2017-12-26 9.036981 8.057450 10.024574

1053 2017-12-27 8.936279 7.922201 9.876149

Out[28]:



Plotting components

In [29]:
m.plot_components(forecast)



Scaling the results (predictions are in log format)

In [41]:
forecast['yhat'] =  forecast['yhat'].apply(lambda x: np.exp(x))
forecast['yhat_lower'] = forecast['yhat_lower'].apply(lambda x: np.exp(x))
forecast['yhat_upper'] = forecast['yhat_upper'].apply(lambda x: np.exp(x))

In [43]:
forecast[['ds', 'yhat_lower', 'yhat', 'yhat_upper']].tail()
Out[43]:

ds yhat_lower yhat yhat_upper

1049 2017-12-23 2645.808526 7127.680967 19509.973651

1050 2017-12-24 2399.630905 6424.818166 16103.353529

1051 2017-12-25 2933.802943 7457.468690 20533.372618

1052 2017-12-26 3157.228882 8408.357139 22574.454223

1053 2017-12-27 2757.834346 7602.852324 19460.643445
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